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Imagine losing up to 10 pounds in a single week by just enjoying your preferred foods with a
delicious glass of tea! It sounds almost too good to be accurate, but Japanese experts have
found that special antioxidants called polyphenols found in particular teas inhibit the body's
ability to absorb body fat by as much as 20 percent.  What's more, in a 10-year study of more
than 1,000 people, those who regularly drank black, green, or oolong tea had almost 20 percent
less body fat than those that drank non-e. metabolisms and heal simultaneously. It provides The
7-Day Flat-Tummy Tea Cleanse is a revolutionary new intend to melt up to 10 pounds in only
seven days.     Readers can expect to reduce up to 10 pounds of stubborn fat, sleep more
soundly, feel even more energized, and significantly reduce their threat of chronic diseases.a
straightforward, step-by-step system that utilizes the fat-melting power of tea to jumpstart
visitors'
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Don't waste your money! YOU CERTAINLY DO NOT NEED THIS Publication. The cleanse that it
recommends functions because 1) it slashes calories to around 1000 each day; Wii choice..
You'll drop a fair amount of water pounds the first few days simply by cutting added glucose
from your own diet.. It's so easy.)--I never felt hungry, even though We was skipping breakfast--I
started sleeping betterTo do that cleanse, you basically drink 5 cups of tea a day, make one tea-
based smoothie, and have a standard dinner. If, nevertheless, you want short summaries of the
benefits of different types of tea plus some low-carb, clean recipes for smoothies and dinners,
by all means buy this book - that is why I've trained with a couple superstars. I just wish I
possibly could get my cash back. I bought this in an instant of weakness for pretty much $15
when it is worth maybe $2. Don't do it! Ridiculous waste of money. Bottom line: No breakfast,
drink tea. Highly rated It had been received today and I haven't had a chance to go through it,
but I was given some great recommendations. Eat a little protein based dinner. This is the worst
of the worst. Usually do not waste your money. I've lost 3 inches off my tummy I answered a
social media post to be section of the Tea Cleanse check panel in March, and I was pretty
skeptical. So I switched it up and now I only eat carbs and fruits early in the day and just drink
tea the whole day and have meat or eggs and vegetables for dinner and I'm still slimming down
incredibility fast. I lost 5 pounds in 3 times (and 10 pounds overall). But that wasn’t even the
biggest change:--My belly got noticeably flatter in only the first few days (even my husband
noticed by day 3)--I had a lot more energy (forget about 3 pm slump! Save your money, its not
necessary this book for that. What was most fun for me was exploring the different types of
teas, which have specific weight-loss properties, according to studies the author cites. Plus,
having herbal tea at night really lower my cravings for dessert. So far I haven't lost any weight or
ins but my energy are great, and also have been since time 1! I was an avid espresso drinker, I
thought I would miss my espresso and mourn it such as a dropped friend, but I don't also miss it
at all. I used theteaspot. Even though this book is usually marketed as a 7-day plan, it’s really a
lifestyle change. Overhyped Benefits of Tea. If that was whatever you did, you would lose
pounds. I did so a modified version that included more meals. Lots of info in the book I'm on day
3 of the cleanse. Hell, I even went very deep into Puer tea and bought a few hundred dollars of
the stuff, then spent a few months drinking it and noticed almost nothing by way of results. I
make my own flatbreads and I take advantage of rice or quinoa pasta. So, I started making a
habit of drinking 4 - 5 cups a day. I even started making tea and keeping it in 1 liter bottles in my
refrigerator, to create it easy to drink iced tea whenever I needed. After nearly a season now of
drinking 4 - 5 cups a time of green, white, oolong, puer, and various other teas, I do not believe
drinking these teas aided in any excess weight I've lost at all, as there have been periods of a
week occasionally where I've not really drank any tea, and when I added it back in, I didn't notice
any additional fat being lost at all. So, it may simply be considered a matter of specific
physiology, but also for me, whether I drink tea or not there is no visible difference, no
noticeable upsurge in the quantity of weight which is lost. My clothes fit better and I feel so
comfortable. While tea may be a useful addition to a weight loss program, from my knowledge, it
definitely is not a weight loss miracle just how it's produced out to b by this author.. Love this
reserve and the cleanse.. I did so use her food suggestions and recipes. I lost 6 pounds in one
week, and I'm feeling great! Great cleanse! I've had every tea that's listed in this reserve and
never noticed the results which are claimed.I’m not “cleansing” any more but this reserve has
changed the way I feel and appearance. 10 lbs up to now and the drink dishes are easy.! There is
a lot of information regarding tea and if you want help together with your recipes after that this
book is excellent! However, if you just want to do the cleanse and don't really treatment about



the knowledge behind it then I will suggest skipping the publication and just ordering the teas.
I’m more energetic and I feel significantly less stressed than I have in years.com ? I'm stunned.. It
recommends replacing sweetened drinks with tea which is not a bad idea - if you are drinking
Frappuccinos and soda all day, you will lose weight if you drink tea and water instead. It truly is
existence changing. I already eat mostly clean, whole foods. I simply can't quit bread and pasta.
Over a year ago I came across details that explained that the difference between people who get
results from drinking tea, whether green tea extract or white tea, oolong, or puer tea, can be that
those that got results were drinking between 4 - 5 cups a time, while those who didn't get results
were only drinking 1 or 2 2 cups a time. I didn't follow this cleanse as the publication says, but I
did notice I lost a pound per day until I got pasta for supper, three nights in a row. I lost no
weight at all. The writer didn’t provide me any payment (or even provide the tea), but by day 3 I
was hooked! I've been feeding on breakfast, a smoothie from the reserve for lunch time, and a
little dinner no afterwards than 7:00 pm. I lost 11 pounds in approx a week. There is no doubt in
my mind that it's from the tea. I cannot believe I've already dropped 9 pounds in 10 days!! So far
as the publication itself goes, you might or may not find it helpful. The book merely makes it
sound like every tea will produce some kind of magical effect, and that's what bothers me the
most. My gut feels better, my digestion offers improved, my mood has improved, and I'm
ecstatic over the change in how I appear. Forget about! I’m still down in pounds (14 pounds now
after 21 times), I’ve lost 3 in . off my tummy, & most essential of all, Personally i think great! I
understand for the rest of my existence I will be an avid tea drinker. If you read your evaluations
Miss Choi, I would like to thank you for all your research you've performed, citing the studies,
and for sharing these details. Nine days ago I started drinking black, green, white, blueberry (I
couldn't find barberry or bilberry), and rooibos tea. The 7 Time Flat-Belly Tea Cleanse got me
began losing the fat that I got obtained from prednisone before and after leg surgeries. I really
like the green tea lost 10 lbs up to now and the drink dishes are easy. Another fad Apparently
this woman thinks it is possible to live on tea. It ignores most nutritional guidelines, and instead
substitutes anecdotal information for reality and truth. and 2) it eliminates most added sugars,
with the carbohydrates mainly coming from fruits, vegetables, dairy and wholegrains. You can't
go on this diet, and it is unrealistic. No lunch, drink a tea centered smoothie. Two Stars I hate
green tea It works! The 7 Day Flat-Belly Tea Cleanse got .. Love this book! It works! One Star this
was too complicated Very informative. I'm 45 yrs . old, perimenopausal, and gained about 25
pounds over the last 3 years and nothing I've tried provides helped me get rid of any weight at
all, actually I just kept gaining. It also boosted my natural energy level, and my desire to eat right
& get even more exercise. I'm back to putting on my size 4 clothing again, and everything started
with this small book. ... I'm not dealing with an excessive amount of hungry either. Like love this
book I discovered so much about tea and the advantages of it. I love the green tea shake Three
Stars Not what I expected, not your fault.
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